
If you want to be successful in this business of real estate and also in life, the single most 
important skill set you can develop is effective communication.

Communication is more than “giving out” information. True communication is “getting through” 
and connecting with another person. Psychologists teach us that often the most important 
elements of successful communication are the subtle non-verbal interpersonal cues we give and 
receive that help put us into conversational “flow.” It’s critical to have this flow when working with 
a client. If the client feels uncomfortable or awkward around you, communication will not take 
place. As elementary as it sounds, when meeting with a client “Stop, Look & Listen.”

1. Stop what you are doing and be fully present. Think of a time you really connected with someone 
and they were “easy to talk with.” The ideal exchange of give and take in any conversation should 
create a feeling of shared purpose and mutual respect. When working with a buyer or seller, 
agents may be so eager to present themselves as the expert, that they forget to stop and listen 
to the client, and value what the client has to say. Or worse yet, they may be texting or excusing 

themselves to take an “important call.” “Excuse 
me, I have to take this,” is an admission that someone or something else is 
more valuable to you than the person you’re speaking with. No matter how 
urgent that text message may be, nothing is more important than the client in 
front of you. They deserve your full attention.

2. Look at your client and make eye contact. Don’t talk to the ceiling or stare 
at the paperwork in front of you to avoid them. On the other hand, don’t gaze 
too long and make things awkward. Look for that comfortable, easy flow.

3. Listen and take responsibility for communicating back to your client that 
you heard what they said. Repeating and affirming what you hear, will put 
you into the conversational flow of mutual respect faster than any other skill.

Repeat: “What I hear you saying is that you feel like the market is going up 
and you’re afraid that your home may be worth more in 30 days than the 
current market value. Is that correct?”

Affirm: “I understand your concern. If I were you I’d feel the same way. No 
one wants to leave money on the table. It would be great if we could predict 
where the market is going, but the reality is …”

It takes the pressure off when you understand that a successful outcome 
is more likely if you focus on your client instead of yourself. Stop and be 
present. Look and make eye contact. Listen, repeat and affirm before you 
offer an expert opinion driven by the best interests of your client.

3 TIPS FOR EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION By George Morris
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A PROBLEM WITH ZILLOW?
BY RICK DAVIDSON & INMAN

There is a lot of conversation across the industry this week about 
the Zillow “ Instant Offers” program.  As you would expect, I 
spend a lot of time focused on the industry and our competitors 
and I thought it might be helpful to share my thoughts.

While this new platform is certainly different than their traditional 
business model (as a listing aggregator and an online marketing 
and advertising company), I don’t see this as a play for Zillow to be 
in the brokerage business. What we have to keep in perspective, 
Zillow is a public company under public market scrutiny. 
Financially, they aren’t performing well in terms of bottom line 
performance. They showed a net loss of $23+M in 2016 and 
over $100M+ net loss in 2015.  That said, their stock is trading at 
approximately 8X GROSS Revenue (not profit like most).  To put 
that in perspective, if Realogy (Century 21’s Parent Company) was 
trading at 8X Gross Revenue, their stock would be in the $300/
share range (today through traditional valuation methodology 
they trade at $30/share).  While a technology darling, Zillow is 
pressed to continue growing and to reach profitability.

The value of Zillow’s stock and the reason its trading as it is, is 
based on many performance metrics:

1. Gross revenue in advertising and selling leads to agents

2. Consumer share.  More than 1/3 of the US population 
views properties on Zillow each month.  Yes thats ONE 
THIRD of the US population (160M visits per month).  

3. Ability to reach the consumer with advertising and 
other “ancillary” services they may choose to participate 
in like Instant Offers. 

4. The “lure” of technology stocks

5. The great job they have done in building a brand with 
the consumer

6. Their growth in consumer share per year is 15+%. If that 
reduces, their stock will take a major hit.

While great in numbers….they are still not financial viable.  What 
I see the instant offers platform being is a seller lead program 
as a way of generating additional income.  They have been 
traditionally a buyer lead platform and need to broaden their 
reach and find ways to generate revenue and associated profit. Its 
just the dynamics of being in the public market.

Bottom line, we have to be focused as real estate professionals 
on what’s important in the day-to-day aspects of our business: 
develop and follow a business plan, prospect, remain relevant to 
the consumer and in the transaction, provide exceptional service 
and care for the consumer in understanding their wants, needs, 
expectations and then delivering a desired outcome.  Like many 
other DIY models across our industry, the Zillow Instant Offer 
program will only attract a small percentage of the market and 

most consumers will still want and need a real estate agent to 
handle the business and negotiation aspects of the transaction 
(on both sides).

Here’s an excerpt from an Inman article last week. The facts are 
telling.

Statistics show our industry is stronger than ever. Buyers tend to 
find homes on their own, but they still want assistance; sellers list 
homes, but they are willing to pay a buyer’s agent or a transaction 
broker to manage the transaction between the two parties.

Uber riders aren’t contacting taxi drivers to make sure their Uber 
experience will be a good one, right?

I believe we’ve been choosing the wrong service industry to 
study: We should be looking at the medical industry if we really 
want to look at our future, understand why our relationships are 
so important and be aware of the challenges ahead.

Do people still want real estate agents?

Statistics are tough for me, but trends are pretty easy. I think the 
collection of data and percentage of error will be fairly consistent 
year-to-year (missing data in years that NAR didn’t collect data).

Patterns in the chart tell me the trend is for more agent 
involvement regardless of data on internet, proliferation of for 
sale by owner (FSBO) sites or a more informed consumer.

Median units per agent seems to follow the economy (or perhaps 
the number of members?) more than any other statistic.

Realtor.com was started in 1995, Trulia in 2004 and Zillow in  2006. 
Statistics tell us, as I would expect, that more buyers are finding 
their homes on the internet first. In 2001, only 8 percent is shown, 
with each year gaining until 2016 where, for the first time, more 
than half of buyers first found the home they purchased on the 
internet.

I’m not surprised this has happened, but I am a little surprised it 
took so long. In a very non-scientific study, I checked Zillow for 14 
metro areas in the U.S.:

Wichita, Denver, Phoenix, Seattle, San Jose, Los Angeles, Miami, 
Washington D.C., Raleigh, New York City, Trenton, Chicago, Dallas, 
Houston

According to Zillow, 124,985 homes are listed by agents, 2,951 are 
listed by owners and approximately 2 percent of the listings are 
FSBO.

Variance?

Wichita is 4 percent and Seattle is 3 percent. Those were the 

high ratio of FSBO. Not very scientific, and smaller metro areas 
could have higher numbers.

Although the internet is where the majority of people are finding 
the homes they purchase, there has been a 10 percent increase in 
consumers who use agents over the last 20 years.

If, as predicted, the internet would end our profession — or 
significantly damage it — why is the number of buyers who use 
agents increasing?

Medicine and real estate

When I want to know how to treat my illness, I Google it.

For years, every person I meet tells me how I can cure my psoriasis, 
but I still have a family physician. I chose my physician, set 
appointments to meet her and have stayed with her for 20 years.

I may not see her but every five years, but I have my doctor.

It is a very personal relationship — it is my health and my body, 
and I don’t think physicians are interchangeable.

How should you choose a physician? I find a lot of websites that 
review doctors. Reviews are good, but according to the Blue 
Cross Blue Shield (BCBS) website, we should ask for a referral from 
friends or co-workers, then visit that physician and see if we’re a 
good fit.

If you’re moving, BCBS suggests you get a referral from your 
current doctor for someone in your new location. Sound familiar?

According to NAR, homebuyers found agents the following ways 
in 2016:
·         42 percent were referred by a friend
·         11 percent previously used them
·         9 percent were found on a website
·         6 percent were found during open houses
Homesellers were found the following ways:
·         39 percent were referred by a friend
·         25 percent were previous clients
·         4 percent were direct contact
·         4 percent were from an agent referral
·         4 percent were found on a website
·         4 percent were found during an open house
Fifty-three percent of people already knew their agent, and 64 
percent knew someone who knew the agent.

There is nothing shocking to us in the industry, and I think it’s 
very similar to medicine: Recommendations, checking ratings on 
websites and trying in-person visits are all normal.

I believe finding a home and searching for my personal medical 
treatment are very parallel. I want my agent and my doctor to care 
about my family. I want them to be knowledgeable, familiar with 
the specialists I need, punctual, personable and so on.

I don’t go to the emergency room every time I need treatment 
because the doctors there aren’t familiar with my medical history. 
My real estate agent is part of my family life for a month or longer 
during each transaction.

I like personalized service with continuity and connection. I want 
my doctor and my agent to understand my financial position, my 
family situation and my needs. I want one person to know these 
things so I don’t have to explain everything several times to new 
people.

Let’s not get caught up in the hype.  Anyone who responds to 
a competitive threat is not leveraging a market-leading position. 
Make no mistake - the industry is being disrupted and instead of 
being fearful we simply need to be mindful. Whether or not the 
industry decides to “feed” the Zillow machine with our listings, 
the consumer will expect that we do as they are the preeminent 
consumer site in the industry.  These are smart guy who will figure 
out how to get content…..that said, content doesn’t sell homes 
or represent buyers….agents do.  Try as they might…..Zillow is 
not an agent, they are an online listing aggregator, marketing and 
advertising company.  

In my humble opinion……

Rick Davidson 
President 
Everest Group, LLC

A PROBLEM WITH ZILLOW?
BY RICK DAVIDSON & INMAN (CONT.)



AGENT SPOTLIGHT: 
REBECCA SEAT
UNION PARK

AGENT SPOTLIGHT: 
JEFF SEAT
UNION PARK

Rebecca Seat started her career in real estate 
in February 2014. She works with her hus-
band Jeff as the business manager for Team 
Seat. Her responsibilities include oversight of 
transactions, listing agreements, marketing, 
and all other details outside of prospecting 
and setting appointments. Prior to her career 
in real estate, Rebecca worked as a paralegal 
for Parsons, Behle & Latimer and also worked 
for a criminal defense attorney. She attended 
Salt Lake Community College and Weber State 

University where she studied criminal justice and psychol-
ogy. Like her husband Jeff, she also worked in the mortgage 
business for several years which gave her an education on 
purchase contracts and title work which she credits as very 
useful in her career as a real estate agent.

What does Rebecca love most about CENTURY 21 Everest 
Realty Group?  “I will say that if we had NOT landed at CEN-
TURY 21 in 2014, I'm not sure we'd still be selling real estate 
right now,” Rebecca said. “Thank goodness for that phone 
call from Nick Manville in May of 2014 to recruit Jeff and 
me. CENTURY 21 Everest Realty Group offers more than just 
training on how to become an outstanding and successful 
real estate agent, it offers you a path to your best self and 

Jeff Seat became a licensed real estate agent in 
2012 and was recruited to CENTURY 21 Everest 
Realty Group in June of 2014. He formed Team 
Seat with his wife Rebecca and together they 
continue to achieve award-winning production. 
Prior to his career in real estate, Jeff was a 
mortgage loan officer and also has experience 
in software sales. His interesting background 
includes four years with the United States 
Navy at Coronado Island in San Diego and 
time spent as a swimming instructor, a ski 

instructor, and a boat salesman.

The unique qualities that set Jeff apart are his love of sales 
and of people. “People never fail to amuse me,” Seat said. “I 
have more fun doing sales than anything else.”
 
What does Jeff love most about his experience with CENTURY 
21 Everest Realty Group? “George Morris. For my first year 
with CENTURY 21, it always seemed like George was speaking 
directly to me even though we were in a group setting. 

George's energy and inspiration 
fill the company and he makes 
working here a prosperous and 
enjoyable experience.”

Team Seat has been recognized 
by CENTURY 21 with the Quality Service Award and has 
received Masters Emerald and Masters Ruby Awards for 
production.
   
Jeff’s hobbies include  golfing, fishing, mountain biking, 
poker, travel, eating at good restaurants and doing anything 
with family. He and Rebecca have been married for 11years 
and have two sons, Nick (10) and Logan (17).
 
Jeff’s favorite song is Frank Sinatra’s “The Best is Yet to 
Come.” 

Favorite Quote: 
"Don't do something permanently stupid while you are 
temporarily upset."

living your best life.” 

Rebecca went on to say, “When 
you're ready to keep pushing 
yourself to become better than 
you ever dreamed you could 
be, CENTURY 21 Everest Realty 
Group is the ticket. This company 
supports and encourages per-
sonal growth and development 
for the sake of your business and 
your personal life,  as well as en-
couraging reaching your full po-
tential so you may pass on what 
you learn to your family and chil-
dren.  Priceless, absolutely priceless.”

As part of Team Seat, Rebecca has been awarded CENTURY 21 
awards for quality service along with Masters Ruby and Mas-
ters Emerald for production.

Rebecca loves to travel and enjoys playing golf, learning about 
quantum physics and reading. She also enjoys Frank Sinatra, 
pizza, dancing and listening to music along with cooking and 
baking and eating great food. 

“I love being a mom and being married to Jeff,” Rebecca said. “I am 
married to my best friend and I would have never dared to take 
this leap of faith into real estate without him. He inspires me.”

Jeff and Rebecca have two sons Nick (10) and Logan (17). Re-
becca’s fond of gratefully reminding her family of one of her 
favorite quotes:  "Nobody's got it better than we do." 
 
Her favorite song: "It had to be you" by Frank Sinatra

AGENT SPOTLIGHT: 
NIKKI NUNEZ
CENTERVILLE
Nikki Nunez joined Century 21 Everest 
Realty Group in 2014 and has built an 
award winning team, Utah Best Real 
Estate, based in our Centerville Office. 
Nikki comes from a background in 
business and holds a bachelor's degree in 
business management from the University 
of Phoenix. She began her professional 
career in 2001, working in the field of 
human resources where she advanced 
to a regional management level. In 2005, 

Nikki decided to follow her love of helping people and  
made a career change into the mortgage industry and 
then became a licensed realtor in 2007. Nikki’s current 
role as team leader of her successful team, Utah Best 
Real Estate, suits her perfectly. Her CENTURY 21 awards 
include 2015 & 2016 CENTURION Awards and she is also 
designated as a CENTURY 21 Fine Homes & Estates sales 
agent specializing in marketing luxury properties. 

Nikki is always looking for new opportunities to make 
a difference and give back to the community. She 

MEET SOCIAL MEDIA EXPERT KELLY CRAIG
Our Social Media presence has been revamped with the help of Kelly 
Craig, a Social Media Manager with years of experience working with 
the CENTURY 21 brand and other clients throughout the United States. 

Here is Kelly’s checklist for you to better connect with our online 
presence:  

 9 Update your workplace in the About section of your personal Facebook page

 9 Friend Kelly on Facebook at fb.com/KellynnCraig

 9 Become featured on our company page! Simply email Kelly (kcraig@
troop.com) a photo of a training, closing, you with clients, at an open 
house, etc. Kelly will create an image and send it out as a post from 
the company page. From there there she will tag you so when your 
sphere of influence sees the post, you will gain additional branding 
along with the exposure. All we ask is that the image is original and 
not posted elsewhere so there are no duplicates on social. Please be 
sure to add your name, company, and office when emailing Kelly.

enthusiastically volunteers and 
donates time and resources to a 
variety of causes including the Everest 
Community Foundation, Safe Harbor, 
Military Veterans, & Juvenile Diabetes 
Research. When she isn’t out helping 
people, Nikki is a true adrenaline 
junkie. She loves to get her heart 
racing with anything from salmon 
fishing in Alaska to gator hunting 
in Florida. She also loves dirtbiking, 
playing sports, and of course flying 
with her sweetheart Mark Apuna. 
While living such a fun and exciting 
lifestyle, Nikki is also a great mom to 
her two boys Logan & Jordan and her 
two dogs Morkie and Porkie.

When asked what she loves most about CENTURY 21 Everest 
Realty Group she has nothing but good things to say. “CENTURY 21 
Everest Realty Group has an amazing culture,” Nikki said. “I love 
the passion! This company breaths personal growth. I’ve never 
been with a company that cares so much about each individual’s 
success. From day one I knew I had found my home. This company 
inspires me to be better not only as Realtor and leader to my 
team, but also as a mother and a spouse.  I feel so lucky to have 
found a company and a career that allows me to do what I love 
and supports my values and beliefs at the same time!” 

We are happy that you chose us as your home Nikki. Your 
passionate and fun personality make a great addition to the 
CENTURY 21 Everest Realty Group family. 



SAVE THE DATE TRAINING SCHEDULE
AUGUST 21, 9AM

Good Things Utah

JUNE 29
Mike Ferry Summit 
9:00am – 12:00pm

AUGUST 31
Welcome Party 12pm

If you’re new to our CENTURY 
21 Everest Realty Group family 
please join us for lunch so that 
members of our leadership team 
can meet you. We’d like to get to 
know you, have some pizza, share 
success stories and offer advice 
for making the most of the best 
career decision you’ve made to 
date! We’ll be hosting this party 
the last Thursday of every month 
beginning August 31st.  Here’s to 
your success!

Union Park Training Room

Peak Training isn’t just for agents new to the real estate business. Expe-
rienced agents are finding this course, taught by  Russ Orchard, to be of 
great value to their business. In case you haven’t heard, Russ is kind of 
a big deal. Throughout his career, he has personally trained numerous 
agents who then received the coveted Rookie of the Year award from the 
Salt Lake Board of Realtors.

Peak Agent Training is available in person at the Union Park Training Room 
or through live streaming on our YouTube channel. For information on 
dates and times, please reach out to Russ.Orchard@Century21.com
 

Union Park Office
Base Camp: Join us Wednesdays at 11:30 in the Union Park Training Room

August 16: Featured Speaker Matt Barton and C21 Tools, Russ Orchard

August 23: Home Partners of America will be presenting. Have a client with bad credit? Home 
Partners of America will purchase the home for your client and lease it back to them with a 
lease purchase agreement for the end of the lease. 

August 30: Featured Speaker Jeremy Leger and C21 Tools, Russ Orchard

Peak Training w/ Russ Orchard: August 23 at 11:30

Centerville Office
Base Camp: Join us Wednesdays at 11:30 in the Centerville Training Room

August 16: Dotsignal Training  

Orem Office
Base Camp: Join us Wednesdays at 11:30 in the Orem Training Room

St. George Office
Base Camp: Join us Wednesdays at 11:30 in the St. George Training Room

St. George Summit: August 16 at 12:00

Featuring Lieu Tran



GOLF CLASSIC TOP 21 
HONORED AT LUNCHEON

The annual Everest Community Foundation Golf Classic, held June 27th at 
Eaglewood Golf Course, was a huge success again this year. The popular 
sold-out event, which included a silent auction, raised funds to benefit the 

Salt Lake City VA Fisher House. Thank you to all who participated, volunteered and donated to the 
success of this great cause. A very special thank you to Kimberly Curnow, Shari Whitworth and 
committee members for their countless hours of work and dedication. Plan now to participate next 
year. Even if you are not on the golf course, you can bid the silent auction on eBay! CONGRATS TOP 21! Our Top 21 Producers for the first two quarters of 2017 were recently honored 

at a luncheon at Brio Tuscan Grille.  We’d love to see your name on this list! 

1. Justin Udy
2. Bryan Burnett
3. Jeremy Back
4. Josh Johnson

5. David Parker
6. Kurt Matz
7. Heidi & Daren Castain 
8. Austin Cales

9. Leslie & John Thorup
10. Doug Cary
11. Chad Wagstaff
12. Jessica Terry

13. Jona Gamboa
14. Chase Watts
15. Lieu Tran
16. Cody & Martha Emery

17. John Hunter
18. Amy Laster-Haynes
19. Philip Harvey
20. Brian & RuthAnne Noel
21. Amy Clark

Here are the top producers based on Gross Commission Income for the first two quarters of 2017:



Check out these freshly branded items now available for purchase for 
personal use or to give away as client gifts.

To make a purchase, inquire at your front desk or contact the marketing department. If you 
have suggestions of items you’d like us to carry, please contact 
Denet.Grampp@Century21.com
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The Company Store 
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All information collected from the WFRMLS
 January 1, 2016 - December 31, 2016

All four awards. Three years in a row. Congratulations to all the driven 
agents who helped bring it home again. The CENTURY 21® brand ranked 
“Highest Overall Satisfaction for First-Time Home Sellers, First-Time Home 

Buyers, Repeat Home Sellers, and Repeat Home Buyers (Tied in 2016) among 
National Full Service Real Estate Firms, Three Years in a Row” by J.D. Power.

WHAT’S BETTER THAN FOUR AWARDS
FOR CUSTOMER SATISFACTION?

TWELVE.

The CENTURY 21® brand received the highest numerical score among 5 real estate companies for first-time and repeat home buyers and sellers (tie for repeat home buyer) in the proprietary 
J.D. Power 2014-2016 Home Buyer/Seller Studies. 2016 study based on 5,837 total responses, measuring the perceptions and experiences of customers who bought and/or cold a home 
between March 2015 and April 2016, surveyed February-April 2016. Your experiences may vary. Visit jdpower.com

© 2017 Century 21 Real Estate LLC. All Rights Reserved. CENTURY 21®, the CENTURY 21 Logo and SMARTER. BOLDER. FASTER.® are registered service marks own by Century 21 Real 
Estate LLC. Century 21 Real Estate LLC fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated. 
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© 2017 Century 21 Everest Realty Group. 
Each CENTURY 21® Office is independently owned and operated.

CENTURY 21 Everest Realty Group is all 

about producing results that exceed 

expectations. It’s been that way from the 

beginning. We opened our doors in 2009 

at a time when many brokerages were 

closing their doors. While real estate nationally was in decline, sales 

production at Everest soared. In 2011, Everest Realty Group affiliated 

with CENTURY 21, and in 2013 became the #1 office in the USA. In 

2014, we reached the pinnacle of #1 office in the world for units sold 

— out of nearly 7,000 offices.

Today, CENTURY 21 Everest Realty Group continues to hold its #1 

global position. We are 500 agents strong, annually closing thousands 

of transactions in numerous office locations across the state of Utah. 

Whether you’re selling or buying — we have the knowledge and 

experience to help you get it done. We sell a ton of real estate. Give 

us a chance to exceed your expectations!

ST. GEORGE OFFICE
335 E. St. George Blvd.
Suite 102 
St. George, UT 84770 

CENTERVILLE OFFICE
1148 Legacy Crossings 
Blvd., Suite 100 
Centerville, UT 84014 

UNION PARK OFFICE
6925 S. Union Park Center
Suite 100
Cottonwood Heights, UT 84047

DRAPER OFFICE
121 W. Election Road
Suite 140
Draper, UT 84020

OREM OFFICE
552 West 800 North
Orem, UT 84057 
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Office in Utah across all brands and independents 
for units sold — Union Park (2013-2016)*

Office in the World for Century 21 for units sold 
— Union Park (2014-2016)

Company in the United States for Century 21 — all 
offices combined (2016)

Centerville Union Park Draper

Orem St. George

#1 in 
usa
2013
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#1 in 
world

*All information collected from the WFRMLS - January 1, 2016 - December 31, 2016.  
© 2017 Century 21 Everest Realty Group. Each CENTURY 21® Office is independently owned and operated.
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New changes have taken place in 2017 bringing together the goodwill of community service between 
our sister companies and offices in California & Utah. You may have heard a few different names 
used when discussing the foundation. Here’s how it works. We have one umbrella organization, 
CENTURY 21 Everest Realty Group Community Foundation. Within the foundation we have two 
organizations Everest Community Foundation and Troop Community Foundation, each working 
hard to benefit causes in their local communities. This is yet one more example of the culture of 
giving that thrives in the Everest-Troop family. The Board of Directors met on January 5, 2017 and 
elected new officers that include representatives from Utah and California.  Thank you to all who 
served and participated in 2016 including a big thank you to Jennifer Morris for her service on the 
finance committee. Congratulations to the current officers who have been serving this year:

CENTURY 21 EVEREST REALTY GROUP 
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION 

ROB
 OCKEY
Chair

SHARI 
WHITWORTH

Vice-Chair

KATHY 
QUINN COURTER

Secretary

STEVE 
FORREY
Director

BRENDA LEE 
JONES

Director

VICKI 
EARNEST
Director

KIMBERLY 
CURNOW
Director

SAM 
BELL

Executive Director



WORK ANNIVERSARIES
Congratulations to the following Sales 
Agents and Employees celebrating 
anniversaries this month with Century 
21 Everest Realty Group.

NAME
Barnes, Stefanie
Johnson, Matt
Merrill, Alma
Smith, Colby
Stokes, Dean
Wardle, Lindsey
Hansen, Jeffrey
Udy, Justin
Bernstein, Alan
Wallberg, Cory
Allison, Wanda
Peisley, Corbett
Fitzgerald, Jeremy
Fitzgerald, Christina
Hansen, Bryce
Seyboldt, D Scott
Pappas, Heather
Stilinovich, Mari
Garcia, Martha
Petrossian, Angel
Andreasen, Jessica
Causey, Elicia
Terry, Timothy
Fulton, Sam
Davis, Jeanette
Gulla, Dayana
Oaks, April
Thorup, Leslie
Thorup, John
Jones, Kenneth
Bush, Katie
Mayo, Randy
Mayo, Ron
Petersen, Scott
Boratzuk, Morelza
McCall, Wendy
Egan, Adrienne
Lord, Jared
Satterfield, Sterling
Castleberry, Rich
Swearingen, Lisa
Riley, Greg
Apuna, Mark
Boren, Brady
Davidson, Chandler
Scharman, Darrell
Cloward, Holly
Back, Jeremy
Travis, Jeanette
Seager, Kilee
Hansen, Susan
Valenzuela, Diana
Pike, Shannon

YEARS
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NEW AGENT YEARBOOK
Welcome New Agents

AUGUST BIRTHDAYS
1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30 31

Manuel Rojas

Kelly Nieves
Richard Thornblad

Daniel Conley

Lindsay Tripp
Raylene Hendricks

Chad Martin

Jeremy Leger

Martha Emery
D Scott Seyboldt

Justin Burrup
Kilee Seager

Justin Crane
Grant Harrison

Nate Lambert
Scott Petersen

Annette Judd

Vivi Tran
Sara Tramp

Brittany Whitmer

Karla Rivera

Neil Morrison

Ellen KetchamJenny Dodge
Michele Loertscher

Jeremy Fitzgerald
Angelique Robinson

Christine Graham

Sara Velovaa Jessica Andreasen
Lila Jessop

Eric Braunberger
Jessica Cloward

Jennifer Merrill
Doug Cary

Stephen Forsythe

Alen Kantarevic
Ruth Dunn

Tanner Oldroyd

John Hawkins

Alan Bernstein
DeAnna Lee

Brian Noel
Tina Reich

If you have photos, suggestions, news or information you’d like to submit for 
consideration in this newsletter, please contact denet.grampp@century21.com

Cassadra & Derek Hood

Manuel Rojas

Kelsi Merrit Tara Flora

Sherri Bird

Natalie MckeanBrooks Wait

Kate Serpe

Tyler Dalton

James Costello Zackary Baker

A WORD FROM COMPLIANCE…
 
How Important is the Commitment 
for Title Insurance?
 
 We all know that Section 7 (b) of the REPC 

requires the Seller to provide a Commitment for Title 
Insurance to the Buyer before the Seller Disclosure 
Deadline. This means Sellers and their agents should make 
sure the Buyer gets a copy of the Commitment in a timely 
manner. When the Buyer receives it, he/she should review 
it closely and consult with legal counsel if questions arise. 
The Buyer should direct questions to the title agent. A good 
buyer's agent can point their client in the right direction. 
So why should a Buyer care about the Title Commitment? 
Because it is one of the most important documents in a 
real estate transaction. It shows what is covered and what 
is not covered in the title policy. Reviewing it early on can 
save everyone time in the end. 
 
A few things to consider when reviewing a Title 
Commitment:
1. Do the Buyer(s) names on the REPC match the name of 

the proposed insured on the Commitment?
2. Does the policy amount match the purchase price?
3. Does the name of the Seller match the record title 

owners? Is the Seller an LLC or Corp - if so, does the 
person signing the REPC have authority to bind the 
entity? Tthe title company may require a corporate 
resolution to that effect)

4. Is the correct policy being promised? The standard 
REPC calls for an ALTA Homeowner's Policy. Make sure 
this is what is contained in the Commitment. If it's not 
there, inquire as to why it's not. 

5. Does the land being sold match the legal description 
in the Commitment? Title Companies insure legal 
descriptions, not property addresses so make sure it’s 
correct. 

6. Is the purchase price enough to satisfy any underlying 
loans or tax liens. The Requirements section of the 
Commitment will typically note any loans that are against 
the property.

7. Are the Exceptions in the Commitment acceptable to 
the Buyer? For questions, Buyers should consult legal 
counsel. 

 
Buying and Selling real estate in today's world is a highly 
technical and complex thing. Being aware of these types of 
issues help us as Realtors® provide a world class buying and 
selling experience for our clients.
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